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My morning mail just arrived, set me to thinking about winter clothes for
the youngsters— winter outfits for comfort and good health, inexpensive outfits
yet good-looking ones. Modern mothers have a lot to consider when they select
clothes for their families, don't they?

The first letter on the mail was from a mother whose young daughter had
just started school. She writes: "Dear Aunt Sammy, I wonder if you would talk
some clay soon about school clothes for little girls of six or seven. My Dorothy
has just started in the first grade, I can't spend much on her clothes this
year so I want to choose wisely what garments she has."

Another letter inquired about school clothes for small boys.

For fall days a chill is in the air, sweaters are quite satisfactory for
both boys and girls. Sweaters have been favorites with children for many years.
They're warm and light in weight. Moreover, they're elastic, as all knitted
fabrics are, so they allow plenty of freedom for their young wearers. But when
colder weather sets in, when the snow begins to fly, then it's time for a warmer
outfit. Sweaters are so loosely woven that the cold wind easily penetrates the
fabric.

Please note that I spoke of a warmer outfit, no_t of a heavier one. The
scientists nowadays have taught us better than to put great heavy coats on chil-
dren. In fact, my friends the clothing specialists are scandalized at the very
thought of any growing child carrying around the weighty overcoats that many chil-
dren wore when I was a child.

You see, the scientists have proved that warmth and weight aren't the same
thing at all. In fact, a light-weight, fluffy, wool material is often much
warmer than a heavy, closely woven fabric. The sane holds true of blankets, as
probably you have noticed. So the best materials for overcoats are light in

weight but possibly heavy in appearance, due to the weave and the finishing
process. Heavy coats weigh down shoulders and are likely to cause a child to

slump when walking, instead of carrying himself in his natural good posture.

Ana speaking of the way a child carries himself, the cut of the coat has a
lot to do with posture. For example, a coat that is too high in the back of the
neck, acts like a yoke of harness, forcing the head forward. This naturally en-

courages a hollow chest and round shoulders.

What kind of outside clothes are best for warmth, comfort and freedom or
movement? Ifiss Scott suggests a one-oiece playsxiit, like the ski suits grown-ups
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are wearing for winter sports—a suit with slide fastenings and long, "bloused

in legs that fasten comfortably over overshoes and won't let a "bit of snow in

anywhere « Such an outfit is practical for Doth little girls and boys, especial-

ly if they are going to play in the snow on their way to and from school.

But before you invest in a new type of garment like this for your son or

daughter, better consider the psychology of the situation. Children of school

age like to dress like their companions. They have a horror of looking differ-
ent and of being ridiculed by the other children. Sometimes even a comfortable
play outfit like this won't make them happy unless other children are dressed
the same way. But if the mothers in the neighborhood get together on this
clothing problem, such troubles won't cone up.

Now if you are buying or making a coat for your child, here are some hints
in selection which the clothing specialists have given me. First, see that the
coat sets well at the neck and across the shoulders. Second, select a loosely
fitting coat or coat pattern, preferably with raglan sleeves or at least with
large arm-holes. Third, select a soft, light-weight coat rather than a stiff
heavy one. Fourth, be sure the children have pockets in their coats to hold
handkerchiefs. Fifth, use fasteners that are easy to handle— large buttons or
slide fasteners.

So much for outside garments. '.That about the dresses to wear underneath?

"Cotton dresses," advises Miss Scott," are best for school wear the year
round.

"

"Cotton dresses for mid-winter?"

"Yes, since homes and school rooms these days are kept at summer tempera-
ture all during January and February, Children are more comfortable and in

better health if their clothes are suited to the atmosphere. TChy not wear
clothes according to comfort, not according to the calendar? Of course, when
the youngsters go outside they'll need warm garments to suit the weather."

Cotton dresses are inexpensive, launder well and are comfortable. Some of

the good fabrics for school use are gingham, chambray, broadcloth and percale.

Of course, in very severe weather, or when the school room is not well
heated, small girls can wear dresses of washable wool fabric like challis or
washable flannel. Then, sweater and skirt outfits are trim and comfortable for
little girls and can be washed.

What about patterns and styles for these small school dresses? Miss Scott
advises only simple styles with just enough construction lines to give a good
fit, Raglan sleeves allow for freedom of movement. Sleeves that are open at
the bottom are more comfortable and convenient than tight binding cuffs, but if
long sleeves are needed, make loose or adjustable wrist bands.

pockets? My, yes. Miss Scott believes that both boys and girls need
pockets on every outfit. But there's an art even in putting on a pocket. If
garments are to wear well and not tear out, the pocket must be low enough on
the skirt so that small hands can't bear down on them and tear them. Yes, and
pockets need to be large enough for a clenched fist to enter and withdraw with-
out strain.
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So much for dresses. How for he adwear. Berets are some of the most
popular hats for the younger generation and no wonder. They are comfortable,
they stick to the head whether the breezes blow or not, and they're inexpensive
to buy and easy to make. The same is true of Kand-knitted caps to match" sweater
outfit s.

Tomorrow: We'll plan a good October Sunday dinner.




